Mr. Happy Clown
NFT White Paper
Mr. Happy Clown NFT collection is the first step for CIRCUS ECOSYSTEM, a way to fight depression
worldwide.
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What is Circus Ecosystem?
The Circus Ecosystem is composed of six interconnected elements:

01

02

Mr. Happy Clown NFT

$PAYASO token

This NFT collection is the source of the ecosystem.

Earn the token that powers our Play-to-Earn and sell
or trade them on real-world exchanges. Staking.

03

04

Play-to-Earn

Metaverse group and therapy

Play and get paid. Trade in-game items you earn on

Weekly group therapies in the metaverse. Individual

real-world exchanges or within our marketplace

therapies will also be available at a low cost.

05
Party in real life
Organization of festivities in a circus theme.

06
Comics and Merchandise
We will create comics about Mr. Happy Clown’s
story in digital and physical forms.
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Our Mission and Vision
The main goal of creating of this ecosystem is to improve mental
health all around the world.

It is so important to address it since 300 million

That’s why we created the Circus Ecosystem:

people suffer from depression worldwide, an

to help people with these different spheres of

equivalent to 4.4% of the world’s population.

life through Blockchain technology. The most
important thing for us is to create a community
with authentic connections and support no
matter their geographic or economic status.

To keep our mental health optimal, we need
to take care of these different spheres of life:
relational, financial, recreational, health and
wellness, career and fulfillment.

Financial
Health

Sphere of
Life

Token, Play-to-earn, Mr. Happy Clown NFT

Health and
Wellbeing

Leisure
and Social
Life

Metaverse group and individual therapies

Comics, Party IRL
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01 Mr. Happy Clown NFT
Mr. Happy Clown is a collection of 10 000 NFT
randomly generated and hand-illustrated lying on
Ethereum Blockchain.
The collection relates the story of his life,

The 10 000 NFT collection is sequenced into

segmented into ten stages: happiness,

9 phases, which gathers the equivalent of

athymic, sadness, addiction, breaking bad,

several collections inside one. The last phase

psychosis, death, damnation, redemption,

will be depicted in another unique collection

and rebirth. It gathers the equivalent of

named Baby Clown, a utility gift to the people

several collections inside one, making every

who had mint in the presale only.

NFT even more unique.
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02 $PAYASO Token
PAYASOMICS

$PAYASO is the play-to-earn and Circus ecosystem’s original currency.

There is a 5 % fee on all transactions
dedicated to marketing development and

It is built on Binance Smart Chain to increase accessibility by decreasing fees for
users.
The Max Supply of tokens is 100 000 000
000 .

deflationary total supply.

MARKETING
2.5 % is spent on marketing to grow audience and
brand awareness.

DEFLATIONARY
2.5 % of each transaction is burned to increase the
value of the tokens over time in your wallet.

Marketing
15%

Rewards
10%

Team
10%

Community
65%
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03 Play-To-Earn
My Circus Life

Gameplay

The ultimate goal
of a Play-to-earn
is to create a
transfer of wealth
from the rich to
the dedicated.

The protagonist is Mr. Happy Clown and his
ultimate goal is to collect a maximum of balloons
that represents the $PAYASO token. There are
different obstacles to avoid on the way to stay
alive.
There are 10 levels in the game, all of them
representing the 10 stages of Mr. Happy Clown’s
life: happiness, athymic, sadness, addiction,
breaking bad, psychosis, death, damnation,
redemption, and rebirth as a Baby Clown.

Because accessibility is one of our core

There is 3 difficulty’s setting : Bronze, Silver, Gold.

values, we want to create a simple game
that attracts everybody from all around
the world, not only the P2E or crypto
space.

Difficulty

Number of
Lifes

Maximum rewards
($PAYASO)

Bronze

3

1000,00

Silver

2

3000,00

Gold

1

10 0000,00

When the player arrives at the Circus Foundation at the end of the 10 levels, he is instantly ready to collect the coins
in his wallet and trade it.

NFT Rarity : The Mr. Happy Clown nose type determines the energy of the player.

Clown’s Nose Type

Extra Life

Coins

Purple

1

-

Gold

1

2x

Diamond

2

3x
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04 Metaverse Group &
Individual Therapies
In almost all countries, having access to a mental health professional takes time and much money.
Nevertheless, everybody should have the right to get psychological help when needed.
Another issue when people need to talk to a professional is the embarrassment of being vulnerable with their
identity and face disclosed.
That’s why we will create a safe space with reputable mental health professionals in the METAVERSE with a group
and individual therapies.
Mr. Happy Clown NFT holders will have access to weekly group therapies specifically for mood disorders.

Individual therapies

Group therapies
Mr.

Happy

Clown

NFT

holders

will

have access to weekly group therapies
specifically for mood disorders.

Individual therapies will also be available at
a low cost if they need more.
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05 Party In Real-Life
CIRCUS PARTY
A Circus party is a luxury experience that will take place for the Happy Clown holders only, and the Baby
Clown holders will be treated VIP for this event.
Imagine… Amusement parks with carousel, arcades, house of horror, and a great wheel.
We will also invite well-known musicians and circus professionals that will perform live.

06 Comics and Merchandise
We will develop a series of Comic books about the Mr. Happy Clown story in physical and
digital form.
The digital version will be free for Baby Clown holders, and the physical will be a limited edition.

40%

60%

of the profit of the comics will be paid to several foundations about depression and mental
illness prevention.

of the profit will be used to fund the Metaverse group therapy.

An exclusive Happy Clown’s unique products line will also be launched: T-shirts, masks, and more.
The Baby Clown’s holders will get a 25% discount on all our merchandise.
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Get In Touch
info@happyclownnft.com
www.happyclownnft.com

